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Introduction
One of the most popular sports, especially during 
the summer holiday period is undoubtedly 
swimming and related water sports. In Slovakia 
there are enough water bodies, whether man-made 
reservoirs, lakes, rivers and pools, which provi-
de opportunities for these activities. But at the 
same time it is a considerable challenge for human 
security. A large part of population still underes-
timate the risks that can ultimately lead to serious 
health problems and in the worst case - death. 
One of the forms of preventing such situations is 
to manage the swimming literacy, which protects 
human life and health. Education of children and 

youth should be in this direction given particu-
lar importance and should be provided mainly by 
parents and education authorities. However, even 
the best swimmers can drown drowning due to 
overestimation of its own skills failure of internal 
organs, alcohol, or other reasons. Water Rescue 
Service is one of the few organizations that pro-
vide help in these crisis situations. Unfortunate-
ly, the current social and economic situation does 
not allow lifeguards to ensure its activities at all the 
water bodies. It is therefore important that people 
know at least basic skills how to help a drowning 
person as well as first aid basics. (Baran, 2006a). 
In Czechoslovakia, the first mention of the lifeguard 
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Abstract
The aim of this papers je to evaluate the rescue skills of the students of the University of Security management 
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Souhrn
Cílem tohoto příspěvku je zhodnotit záchranářské dovednosti při záchraně tonoucího u studentů Vysoké 
školy bezpečnostního manažérstva v Košiciach nabyté během hodin plavání v zimním semestru akademic-
kého roku 2015/16. Škola se zaměřuje na zvýšení bezpečnosti v různých oblastech. Vzhledem k tomu, že 
Slovensko má stále velký počet utopených, je pro nás důležité, aby se naši studenti vzdělávali i v této oblasti. 
54 studentů prováděli jednotlivé fáze záchranářských dovedností. Pro hodnocení jsme použili pozorování. 
V závěrečném hodnocení žen, můžeme konstatovat že v průměru částečně splnili řetězec záchranářských 
dovedností a stejně tak i muži, ale našli jsme statisticky významný rozdíl (p is smaller than 0,05) mezi pohla-
vími, plavecké dovednosti mužů byly lepší. Pro zefektivnění výuky v našich podmínkách doporučujeme max 
12 studentů v jedné skupině a kromě toho navrhujeme spolupráci univerzity s místními vzdělávacích centry 
vodní záchranní služby.
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training occurs in the textbook „Swimming“ by the 
authors Očenášek and Kožíšek from the beginning 
of the century, where in the chapter „Rescue“ you 
can find a description of different types of dan-
ger around water, different lifeguarding skills and 
the basics of first aid (Baran, 2006b). Teaching of 

swimming and water rescue has gone through 
a considerable development. The initiator and 
advocate of the idea to implement water rescue into 
swimming courses at universities was Dr. J. Beets, 
a teacher at the Department of Physical Educati-
on and Sports at the Faculty of Natural Sciences.  

Table 1 - Drowning statistics (retrieved from Hucko, 2016)
(Note- in the time of writing the paper, the year 2015 has not been processed yet)
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The main arguments were growing numbers of 
drowning (Baran, 2006b). Currently, the universiti-
es such as Faculty of Physical Education and Sports 
of Comenius University, Department of Physical 
Education and Sports (Matej Bel University) and 
Faculty of Sport (University of Presov) are mainly 
engaged in the education of sport coaches and phys-
ical education teachers offering the subject „Water 
Rescue“ in its curriculum. At the Faculty of Physi-
cal Education and Sport students can choose „Water 
Rescue“ since the academic year 2005/2006 as an 
elective course (2 hours weekly) in the 4th year. In 
the same time, the student are enabled to achieve an 
international lifeguard certification in cooperation 
with Slovak Red Cross. (Baran, 2005). In the acade-
mic year 2010/2011 the elective subject „Water res-
cue“ was included in the curriculum of Department 
of Physical Education and Sports (Matej Bel Uni-
versity). Requirements for passing the course have 
been 400m freestyle swimming under 8 minutes 
and handling lifeguarding skills. If a student passes 
the course he is enabled to take a lifeguard training 
of Water Rescue Service Slovakia (Bence, 2011). 
Polakovič, Kurasz, & Wawrzynkiewicz (2006) state 
that Water Rescue is an important part of curricu-
lum at the Departent of Fire Protection at Techni-
cal University in Zvolen. This issue is addressed by 
Bence and Varnai (2011) and Baran (2001).

The following table (table 1) contains statistics of 
drowned people from 2007 to 2014. It should be 
noted that the statistics is based on medical reports 
that states drowning as the cause of death. This 
means that figures include the cases of drowning, 
when the persons were not involved in recreational 
physical activities in the aquatic environment, but 
the cause was drowning, eg .: flood, crime or inci-
dents, fall into the well , septic pits etc. The average 
number of drowned people in Slovakia from 2007 
to 2014 is 120 persons. Taking into account the 
number of drowned people in terms of age, the hi-
ghest risk category are people between 30-60 years. 
The most common cause of death of these persons 
is overestimating of their own strengths and abiliti-
es. In terms of place of drowning, the most risky is 
running water. It should be stressed that Slovakia 
has a relatively dense river network and it is difficult 
to expect that the youth living on the banks of rivers 
will go swimming to a pool to the nearest town. In 
that regard, it cannot be expected from the munici-
pal authorities, which have limited financial resour-
ces to build pools and pay the Water Rescue Service 
members, to improve the situation (Baran, 2006a). 

The most common cause of drowning in Slovakia is 
due to ingestion of alcoholic beverages. Failure of 
body organs is the second leading cause of death. 
From these statistics we can see the importance 
of the professional rescuers training, but also the 
importance of acquiring rescue skills by general 
public. In respect of direct rescue Bence, Merica, & 
Hlavatý (2005) state, that the situations where we 
have to use lifeguarding skills can appear at closed, 
opened bodies of water as well as flowing water. In 
every single case it is necessary to use the most ef-
fective way for saving a life. Baran (2006a) divides 
this action into several phases:
•	 Entering the water
•	 Approaching the victim 
•	 Escapes
•	 Moving the victim to safety
•	 Removing the victim from the water

Methods
The aim of this papers is to evaluate the rescue skills 
of the University of Security management´s stu-
dents adopted during swimming classes in winter 
semester of the academic year 2015/16. The parti-
cipants were the students of the University of Secu-
rity Management, who were enrolled in swimming 
classes in the winter semester of the academic year 
20015/16. The group consisted of 54 students (20 
males, 34 females, divided into 4 groups according 
the schedule from Monday to Thursday). A mea-
suring took place at public swimming pool in Koši-
ce, where the actual swimming classes are held. The 
pool has 8 swimming lanes with minimal depth 
1.8 m and maximal depth 2.2 m. An average tem-
perature of the pool varies from 26°C to 28°C. All 
the student were capable to swim more than 200m. 
There were 4 units where we trained rescue skills 
from 7th up to 11th week of the winter semester. 
The measuring took place in the 12th week. Since 
we had only 1 lane for training we had to adjust the 
training to our conditions. Although swimming 
skills of our students varies, we assumed that certain 
recue skills could be adopted by everyone, whether 
he/she rescues somebody as an individual or within 
a group. Because the number of the classes, diffe-
rent swimming skills of the students and exchan-
ge of the students attending the swimming classes 
after every semester do not allow us to master all 
the important rescue skills necessary, we decided 
to train the following: Stride jump, approaching 
the victim and stabilization, moving of the victim, 
removing the victim from the water. We divided 
each of the phases into further phases. Each student 
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was asked to execute rescue of a victim. We used 
an observation scale of our own design. There were 
three observers at the measuring – Department of 
Physical Education´s teachers, who evaluated the 
individual phases. Our scale varied from: 1 point 
– failed; 2 points – partially succeeded; 3 points – 
succeeded. In the role of the victim we assigned a 
female victim to females and male victim to males 
in every group so that we could avoid gender issues. 
To state whether they failed, partially succeeded, or 
succeeded we used an average and we rounded the 
figures to the nearest 1 (however in the results and 
in the table we present decimal numbers). We used 
t-test to compare the difference between genders.

Result and discussion
The first activity we evaluated was the stride jump, 
where we assessed the performance of the key 
phases. In the phase „leap into the water with one 
leg forward and the other leg back“ females reached 
2.5p (points) and males reached 2.8p which we eva-
luated as „succeeded“. In the phase “ leaning slightly 
forward, with the chest ahead of the hip“ the fema-
les reached 2.3p and the males reached even less 
(2.1p) and so we evaluated this phase as „partially 
succeeded“. In the phase „movement of the upper 
extremities inside and down“ both genders reached 
2.9p - succeeded. In both the phases „squeeze or 
scissor the legs together for upward thrust“ and 
„head stays above the surface“ females reached 
2.2p and males 2.3p. According to an average score 
from all the phases we can state that females and 
males succeeded in the execution of the stride jump  
partially. 
Another evaluated activity was approaching the vic-
tim, which we divided into the two phases: „Appro-

aching the victim, head above the surface“ and 
“stabilization”. Since approaching the victim head 
above the surface is the easiest phase of the whole 
act, both females and males reached 3p and so they 
succeeded. On the other hand „stabilization „is one 
the most difficult phase which females failed com-
pletely. None of females was able to perform this 
phase and males reached score 1.7p (succeeded). In 
the overall results the females succeeded partially, 
however it is important to note that they failed one 
phase completely. Males succeeded in this activity 
with the score 2.6p.
In moving the victim to safety there were 3 phases 
evaluated. „Grabbing the jaw“(both males and 
females – 3p). In “Pulling the victim „which was 
rather difficult for males and females, both suc-
ceeded partially. The main mistake was bending of 
pulling arm, this could dip the face of the drowning 
person under the water. In keeping the head of the 
victim above the water males reached better results 
than females. So we can state that on average males 
succeeded in moving the victim to safety while 
females succeeded partially.
The biggest problem was removing the victim from 
the water. The conditions of swimming pool (deep 
water) in Košice allowed us to practice removal 
of the water on the ladder, since the other way of 
removal was too complicated especially for fema-
les due to the strength issues. However only 3 girls 
out of 20 could carry the victim out of the water 
on ladder. And so in the case of females, we had to 
state that they failed in that phase. Although men  
could put the victim on the shoulder, only 10 males 
could carry the victim out of the water. And in the 
final result they succeeded partially. The evaluation 
of the individual phases is presented in the table 2.

Table 2. Phases evaluation   
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In comparison with Mandzák (2010) who com-
pared the level of skills in water rescue of physi-
cal education students in Department of Physical 
Education and Sports at Matej Bell University our 
students reached worse results in all the phases 
but mostly in removing the victim from the water 
and stabilization. However, we can assume that the 
student in Mandzak´s study had better swimming 
skills what enables them to perform the rescue 
skills better. But a lack of rescue ability has also 
been reported Gulliver, Begg, (2005) among nearly 
a thousand 21-year-old Dunedin young adults (n = 
486, 52%) and in the Moran´s study (2008) of self- 
esteem rescue skills more than one third of youth 
reported no rescue ability (35%), and a quarter esti-
mated that they had poor rescue ability (25%). In 
the final evaluation of females, we can state that on 
average they partially succeeded in performing the 
rescue skills and so did males, however we found a 
statistically significant difference (p is smaller than 
0,05) between genders, probably due to the fact that 
swimming skills of males were better. We believe, 
that having trained the rescue skills for a longer 
period we would erase this difference.

Conclusions 
Training of rescue skills at the USM fights with 
couple of problems: lack of swimming lessons, 
different level of swimming skills and constant 
exchange of the students after every semester 
which prevent our students adopting better water 

rescueskills. The key to successful adoption of 
rescue skills is an appropriate swimming ability.  
For that we would need to raise the number of 
lessons or to change the curriculum so that the  
students would have to attend swimming  
lessons at least two semesters in row (win-
ter-summer). Another issue is the num-
ber of students at one lesson, which varies  
from semester to semester. We suggest max 12 
students in one class. On top of that we suggest  
the cooperation of the university with local  
Water rescue educational centres. There are  
several attributes in a profession of a life-guard. We 
do not became good lifeguards after we are granted 
the licence. In a career of the qualified lifeguard the-
re might be no rescue intervention, but on the other 
hand, a person who knows at least the basic rescue 
skills could help to save a life. This is the reason why 
we keen on training our students at these skills. Water 
safety education seeks to give people the knowledge 
they need to recognize potential risks posed by  
aquatic environments and activities and teaches them 
strategies they can use to lower those risks. Water  
safety education also teaches people personal survi-
val and water rescue skills, which can improve the 
chances for a positive outcome should an aquatic 
emergency occur. Research provides evidence of 
a strong link between water safety education and 
a reduction in drowning deaths (American Red  
Cross, 2014).
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